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"Written for students, potters and glassmakers working individually or in small studios." Includes bibliography (p. 258-259), list of periodicals, and index. Cover title: Ceramic and glass.

Note: Background information on materials, process, and techniques.


Note: Includes bibliographical references (p. 63).
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Note: Includes bibliographical references (p. 946-960) and index. In addition to trademarks: "biographies" of artists and firms; Terminology (brief concordance of glass terms, German/French/English/Japanese); Glossary (in German); Nomenklatur des localites (German/Czech versions of place names); list of glass museums. Text in German; preface in English, German, French and Japanese.
Note: "This book contains extensive quotations from Glass: a pocket dictionary of terms commonly used to describe glass and glassmaking by David Whitehouse."


Published in 2002 by Profile Books in London as: The glass bathyscaphe: how glass changed the world. Includes bibliographical references (p. 220-233) and index.

Note: Includes definitions of wares, materials, processes, forms, and decorative styles, and entries on principal glass-makers, decorators, and designers, from antiquity to the present.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 230-245) and index.

Juvenile book – good overview.

Translation of: Glaskunst: Reflex der Jahrhunderte. Includes bibliographical references (p. 378-381) and index. Illustrations of various glassmaking techniques (p. 359-372).


Note: Includes "Techniques of Glassmaking and Decoration," showing photographs of Bill Gudenrath demonstrating techniques which are now thought to have been used by glassmakers in the past.

Also online on CMoG website: [www.cmog.org](http://www.cmog.org) / Resources on Glass.
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Websites:
The Corning Museum of Glass educational site: [http://www.cmog.org](http://www.cmog.org) See “Research" “What is Glass" “Collections" and other online resources

